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About Brand Finance
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Brand Finance in a nutshell

The worlds leading
independent brand
valuation consultancy

Advise organisations on
how to maximise
shareholder value through
effective brand
management

Extensive global
experience of brand
valuation, analytics,
strategy and transactions

Specialists with a unique
combination of marketing,
research, management and
finance expertise
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What do we offer?
‘Is it a good deal? Can I leverage my intangibles?’

Brand Due Diligence

‘What is the value of my intangible assets?’

(M&A, IPO)

Business Valuations

Brand Licensing

Intangible Asset Valuation

Brand Purchasing & Sales

(Balance Sheet, Tax, Litigation)

Investor Relations

Brand Fundraising
Securitisation

Transactions

Brand Strategy Evaluation
Strategy
Value Drivers Analysis
Resource Allocation
Brand Architecture
Budget Determination & Allocation
Demand Forecasting
‘How can I increase the value of my brands?’
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Valuation

Transfer Pricing

Analytics
Brand Scorecards
Competitor Benchmarking

Marketing Mix Modelling
Marketing ROI

‘How can I improve marketing effectiveness?’
4

Some of our global clients…
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Our international network…
Finland
Germany
Sweden
France
London

Russia

(HQ)

Canada
USA

Holland

Dubai

Hong
Kong

Croatia
Switzerland
Madrid

Turkey

India

Barcelona
Brazil

Sri Lanka

Singapore
Chile

Argentina

Australia

South Africa
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BRANDFINANCE™ GLOBAL 500
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Introduction - BRANDFINANCE™ Global 500

In recent years many brand valuation consultancies have
been producing brand value league tables using methods
that do not stand up to technical scrutiny. We therefore
decided that the time was right to publish our own analysis
of the most valuable and strongest brands in the world.
In 2007 we produced our first ever BRANDFINANCE ™ Global
250 which covered the 250 most valuable brands in the
world.
In order to make the study more representative of global
brands and bring more awareness of the significance of
intangible assets to a broader market both on a sector and
country basis, Brand Finance increased the study to include
500 brands to produce the BRANDFINANCE™ Global 500
(BFG500) with a valuation date of 31st December 2007.
The study is based on publicly available information to
provide high level Brand Ratings and Brand Values for major
corporate and product brands using the ‘Royalty Relief’
approach.
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Introduction - BRANDFINANCE™ Global 500
The Brand Values within the BFG500 have been
calculated using the ‘Royalty Relief’ approach
Not only is ’Royalty Relief’ recognised by technical
authorities worldwide, but it also ties back to the
commercial reality of brands - their ability to
command a premium in an arm’s length
transaction
Our methods and reports are highly actionable for
accounting, tax, litigation and commercial
purposes. They also produce diagnostics and
analytics that can be used to manage better brand
Strategy.
This is how we add value to our clients’ brands.
Brand Finance’s mission is not measurement for
its own sake. It is measurement to provide the
basis for better decision making and action
For the purposes of the BFG500, we define ‘brand’
as trademark and associated goodwill
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BRANDFINANCE™ Global 500:
Top 100 Update
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The purpose of the update

•

Since January the economy has been hit by
commodity price rises, the credit crunch, rising
unemployment and tumbling share prices.

•

As a result of this Global economic crisis, Brand
Finance has revisited its findings and has updated
the values of the top 100 Global and top 100 US
brands.

•

In the current climate, it was essential to reiterate
the importance of brands.

•

The revised results of the BF500 study have
provided some very interesting insights into the
impact the recession is having on brands across
different sectors in such a short space of time
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BRANDFINANCE™ Global 500 Top 10 (March 2008)

Rank 2008
(March)

Brand

Brand Value
(March 2008)

Brand Value /
Enterprise Value (%)

Brand Rating

1

Coca-Cola

45,441

31%

AAA+

2

Microsoft

44,501

14%

AAA+

3

Google

43,085

21%

AAA+

4

Wal-Mart *

39,001

17%

A

5

IBM

37,949

22%

AA

6

GE

36,123

4%

AA+

7

HSBC

35,456

19%

AAA

8

Hewlett-Packard

34,109

26%

AA+

9

Nokia

33,116

24%

AAA

10

Citi

27,817

19%

AA

* Logo and name used at date of publication
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BRANDFINANCE™ Global 500 Top 10 (August 2008)
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Rank 2008
(March)

Rank 2008
(August)

Brand

Brand Value
(August 2008)

Brand Value /
Enterprise Value (%)

Brand Rating

4

1

Walmart

42,567

15%

A

1

2

Coca-Cola

41,853

34%

AAA+

2

3

Microsoft

39,358

19%

AAA+

5

4

IBM

37,508

21%

AA

3

5

Google

37,504

30%

AAA+

6

6

GE

33,965

4%

AA+

7

7

HSBC

33,742

18%

AAA

8

8

Hewlett-Packard

32,427

31%

AA+

11

9

Vodafone

26,688

14%

AA+

9

10

Nokia

26,564

36%

AAA
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Top 10 - Intangible assets evaluation

• Why estimate the value of the companies’ intangible assets?
We have estimated the total intangible value of the Top 10
companies in our brand league table in order to validate the brand
value that we have calculated.
• How have we estimated the companies’ intangible value?
We have calculated the total intangible value by deducting the
companies’ net tangible assets from the enterprise value (defined
as market capitalisation plus long term debt) . Using our experience
of intangible asset valuations performed under IFRS 3, we have
estimated the percentage of total intangible asset value that is
represented by the categories of intangible assets defined within
the Standard.
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IFRS 3 - Intangible assets

What are the intangible asset categories?
• IAS 38 defines an intangible asset as an “identifiable non-monetary asset
without physical substance”.
• IFRS 3 explains that an intangible asset meets the identification criterion
only if it:

• “is separable, i.e. capable of being separated or divided from the entity
and sold, transferred, licensed, rented or exchanged, either individually or
together with a related contract, asset or liability; or
• arises from contractual or other legal rights, regardless of whether those
rights are transferable or separable from the entity or from other rights
and obligations”.
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IFRS 3 - Specific Intangible Assets
IFRS 3 has provided, as a guide, examples of items that may be acquired in a business
combination that meets the definition of an intangible asset.
Marketing
• Trade names
• Trademarks
• Trade dress
• Service marks
• Collective marks
• Geographic Indicators
• Certification marks
• Internet domain names
• Newspaper mastheads
• Non-competition
agreements
• Design rights
• Packaging designs
• Copyrights over
descriptors, logotypes,
advertising visuals and
written copy
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Customer
• Customer lists
• Databases
• Sales or production
backlog order books
• Customer contracts
and related customer
relationships
• Non-contractual
customer
relationships

Contract
• Licensing agreements
• Franchise agreements
• Advertising contracts
• Lease agreements
• Construction permits
• Operating and broadcasting
rights
• Servicing contracts
(mortgage contracts)
• Mineral, water, air usage
rights
• Employment contracts
• Assembled workforce
• Distribution rights
• Landing slots
• Production or import quotas
• Government permits and
authorizations
• Raw materials supply
contracts

Technology
• Patents (compounds,
processes, technology)
• Unpatented technology
• In process R&D
• Product trials data and
research
• Manufacturing process
controls
• Computer software
• Trade secrets such as
formulas and recipes
• Templates and castings
• Positive and negative
knowhow
• Manufacturing and
operating guides

Artistic
• Illustrations
• Artworks
• Films
• Pictures
• Cartoons
• Photography
• Personality
rights
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Top 10 Brand Analysis – 1. Walmart

Brand Value: US$ 42,567 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 1
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 4
• Walmart demonstrates its strength as a brand in August this
year, posting a recession-busting 17% rise in fiscal secondquarter net income, topping raised expectations and prompting
the company to boost its fiscal-year target*.
• Walmart has overtaken Coca-Cola, to become the most valuable
global brand in the BF500. The value of the brand has increased
9% since our previous valuation, to US$42,567 million driving a
23.5% increase in Wal-Mart’s enterprise value over same period.
• Walmart has turned the recession to its advantage by leveraging
off its reputation for low prices.
• Walmart’s repositioning to be a more modern friendly brand to
rival Target and its revision of its corporate identity re-iterating
their corporate values has also had a significant impact on the
brands success.
* Dow Jones Newswires
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1. Walmart

1. Walmart
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Top 10 Brand Analysis – 2. Coca-Cola

Brand Value: US$ 41,853 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 2
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 1
• The Coca-Cola brand has dropped in value by 8% since our previous
valuation, placing it in second position behind the number one global
brand Wal-Mart.
• In addition, Coca Cola’s enterprise value fell by 16% across the same
period.

• While analysts are forecasting good growth for the company in the
short to medium term, the risk implicit in this performance has
increased, because the brand is present in so many markets
internationally. This is not the case with the Wal-Mart brand, which is
only present in a recovering US economy, lowering its risk and thus
increasing the value of the brand.
• Coca Cola has been under pressure against the healthier beverage
markets which is in turn impacting on the overall value of the brand.

* Dow Jones Newswires
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2. Coca-Cola
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Top 10 Brand Analysis – 3. Microsoft

Brand Value: US$ 39,358 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 3
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 2
• Fluctuations in the market capitalisation of Microsoft since our
previous valuation seem to be primarily related to its failed bid to
acquire Yahoo! in early 2008.

.

• Since our previous valuation the value of the Microsoft brand has
fallen 12% to US$39,358 million.

• The Yahoo! bid, the departure of Bill Gates as a full-time chairman of
the company, and a poor reception to the Windows Vista operating
system may all have played a part in this.
• However the performance of the Microsoft brand is symptomatic of a
fall in brand values across the technology sector, as individuals and
businesses put off upgrading software and hardware in the current
tough economic climate. The fall in Microsoft's brand value is in fact a
moderate drop, given that enterprise value of the company fell by
32% across the same period
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Top 10 Brand Analysis – 3. Microsoft
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Top 10 Brand Analysis – 4. IBM

Brand Value: US$ 37,508
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 4
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 5
• Given the fall in value of other brands in the technology sector since
our previous valuation, a fall of 1% for the IBM brand (to US$37,948
million) represents a robust performance.
• The market has also valued the company positively; IBM's market
capitalisation has risen by 4% since our previous valuation, while its
enterprise value increased by 4%.
• Since the sale of ThinkPad, IBM is now primarily a business-tobusiness brand, working on large projects with many high-profile
blue-chip clients, and forming an intrinsic part of the core services
that these companies offer.
• Turbulence in the wider economy and increased uncertainly is likely
to make such companies invest a higher proportion of their available
budgets in "safe" market-leader brands such as IBM
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4. IBM
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Top 10 Brand Analysis – 5. Google

Brand Value: US$ 37,508
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 5
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 3
• Google is another example of a technology brand that has suffered
since our previous valuation.
• Brand value has fallen 13%, while market capitalisation has fallen
12% and enterprise value has fallen 37%.
• Despite an increase in net income of 35% in July, results still fell short
of analysts expectations. This could be an indication of over
expectations from the analysts.
• Google’s brand strength still remains strong as it introduces new
innovations (such as the web browser Google Chrome), and brand
extensions (such as Google Mail and Google Maps).
• 10 years on, the Google brand maintains dominance in online search
advertising, which is predicted to grow.
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Top 10 Brand Analysis – 5. Google
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Top 10 Brand Analysis – 6. GE
Brand Value: US$ 33,965 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 6
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 6
• The value of the GE brand is $33,965 million, representing a 6% drop
since our previous valuation (market capitalisation fell 27% across the
same period).
• In April the company issued a profit warning which caused the
company's value to fall by nearly $50bn.
• In a growing economy the diversity of product offerings from GE
lowers risk, as poor performance in one sector will be offset by strong
performance in another.
• However, in a slowing economy, GE, which gains 50% of its turnover
in the US and a further 25% in Europe, is simply too big a target to
avoid the global slump in demand. The fall in forecast revenues from
which brand royalties can be derived has caused the decrease in
value of the GE brand.
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6. GE
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Top 10 Brand Analysis – 7. HSBC
Brand Value: US$ 33,743 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 7
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 7
• The HSBC brand, valued at US$33,743 million, is still the world's most
valuable non-US brand and the most valuable financial brand.
• The fact that HSBC has weathered the storm in the banking industry
is in part down to reasonable performance in comparison it its rivals,
and the trust that this has engendered, but is also a result of its
strong well-defined brand identity.

• In spite of losing 5% of value since our previous valuation, HSBC has
extended its dominance as a financial brand, as the Citi brand has
continued to fall in value.
• HSBC has written down $24.6bn of assets since 2007 Q3, while Citi
has written down $55.1bn in the same period. HSBC is now US$8.7
billion more valuable than the next placed financial brand (Bank of
America).
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7. HSBC
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Top 10 Brand Analysis – 8. Hewlett-Packard
Brand Value: US$ 32,427 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 8
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 8
• Hewlett-Packard's brand value has fallen 5% since our previous
valuation to US$32,427 million, while enterprise value has fallen 19%
and market capitalisation has fallen 14%.

• In May 2008 the company agreed to purchase EDS, a global business
and technology services company, for US$13.9 million in cash.
• Successful integration of EDS will allow HP to better position its brand
as a rival to IBM by increasing its service offering.

• However the strategy is risky, as the hefty price tag means that HP
needs to find considerable synergies to ensure it gets value for
money. Also, while HP may be able to sell EDS products to its
customers, it will prove harder to do the reverse. The strength of the
EDS brand means it is likely to remain in the short to medium term.
However the company may choose to adapt the EDS brand identity
(artwork, colours, etc) to align it more closely with the HP brand and
present a consistent brand image.
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8. Hewlett-Packard
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Top 10 Brand Analysis – 9. Vodafone

Brand Value: US$ 26,688 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 9
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 11
• Vodafone has shown no real change in brand value or enterprise
value since our previous valuation. The brand is now worth
$26,688m, taking it above Nokia and making it the world's most
valuable telecommunications brand and placing it into the top 10 for
the first time.
• In September 2007 Vodafone rebranded Hutch, its recent Indian
acquisition, to Vodafone India, increasing revenues attributable to
the brand. However the global down-turn has increased the level of
risk in many of the markets in which Vodafone operates, such as
India.
• These two opposing effects have led to the brand value remaining
constant.
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9. Vodafone
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Top 10 Brand Analysis – 10. Nokia
Brand Value: US$ 26,564 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 10
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 9
• The 20% drop in the value of the Nokia brand to US$26,564 million,
represents the biggest fall in this league table update.
• Market capitalisation and enterprise value have both fallen by 46%
since our previous valuation.
• In July the company predicted a 40% share in the global handset
market for the next two quarters, but has so far failed to meet this
target. Nokia did not react to price reductions in competitor
handsets, seeking to maintain equity in the brand and believing price
levels in certain markets to be unsustainable.
• The runaway success of the iPhone, released in the US in June 2007,
may also have left the brand caught between two stools. The average
price of a Nokia phone in the second quarter of 2008 was 18% less
than it was in the second quarter of 2007.
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10. Nokia
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BRANDFINANCE™ Global 500:
Top Risers and Fallers

(includes commentary on Risers and Fallers excluding previously
mentioned Top 10 most valuable overall brands)
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Top Risers – Budweiser & ExxonMobil
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Top Risers – BP & Chevron
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Top Risers – Shell & Avon
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Top Risers – McDonald’s & Walmart

8. Walmart (Rank:1)
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Top Risers – Johnson & Johnson & Wells Fargo
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Top Risers - Budweiser

Brand Value: US$ 20,563 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 18
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 19
•

The Budweiser brand has grown in value by 19.8% since our previous valuation to US$20,563
million. This represents the highest proportional brand growth observed in our league table.

•

The market capitalisation and enterprise value of Budweiser's parent company AnheuserBusch Companies, Inc. have also increased by 40% and 20% respectively since our previous
valuation.

•

The rise in value of the brand and in the value of the business is because of the announced
takeover bid of Anheuser-Busch by the Belgian brewing company InBev in July. Shareholders
will vote on the bid (valuing the company at $52bn) on the 29th of September.

•

On the 22nd of May, the day prior to the release of the report indicating that InBev might
make a bid for the company, the market capitalisation of Anheuser-Busch was $38bn. InBev
can justify the $14bn difference between the market value and its bid value, because of the
synergies it will be able to exploit between the two businesses. InBev are unlikely to pay over
the odds for tangible assets (such as those involved in warehousing and production), which it
could recreate.

•

Intangible assets however, such as the Budweiser brand, are likely to represent a significant
proportion of the uplifted value that InBev has put on the Anheuser-Busch business.
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Top Risers – ExxonMobil, Chevron, BP & Shell

1. ExxonMobil
Brand Value: US$15,065 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 35
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 48
3. Chevron
Brand Value: US$10,889 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 63
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 78

2. BP
Brand Value: US$13,942 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 42
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 58
4. Shell
Brand Value: US$
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept):
Brand Ranking 08 (March):

• Brand values have shown the biggest increases since our previous valuation in the Oil and Gas sector, influenced by
the fluctuation in the price of oil in 2008.
• Average price per barrel of sweet crude oil peaked at $147.72 on the 3rd of July, but has since fallen away to just
over $100 per barrel. However there is now a general acceptance that oil prices will remain higher for the
forseeable future.
• The inelasticity of demand for oil has seen revenue forecasts and hence brand values rise across the sector.
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Top Risers – Avon & McDonald’s

Brand Value: US$ 13,117 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 47
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 56

Brand Value: US$ 23, 968 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 16
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 22

•

• The McDonald's brand has increased in value to
$23,968m; a rise of 10% since our previous
valuation.

•

While the L'Oreal brand has struggled through the
credit crunch, the Avon brand has increased in
value by 10.4% to $13,117m. This still leaves the
brand worth $9bn less than L'Oreal, but indicates
that company is benefiting from the trust
consumers have in it as they look for opportunities
to tighten their belts and get value for money.
Avon's 2008 quarter two profit rose to $235.6
million (up from $112.7 million a year earlier).

• The company posted net income of $946m in the
second quarter of 2008 (up 24% on 2007 results)
while sales have remained steady. As a result the
enterprise value of the company has also risen
10% since our previous valuation.
• McDonalds success in the current recession can
be attributed to its repositioning strategy as a
healthier, value for money retail restaurant which
is inline with consumer demand in the retail
restaurant sector.
• As a result McDonalds has maintain high levels of
sales and outperformed the rest of the restaurant
sector
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Top Risers – Johnson & Johnson & Wells Fargo

Brand Value: US$ 8537 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 84
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 100

Brand Value: US$ 14,022 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 39
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 49

•

• In a difficult environment for financial brands the
Wells Fargo brand has increased in value by 7% to
$14,022bn.

•

The value of the Johnson & Johnson brand has
increased by 8% since our previous valuation to
$8,537m, as strong performance of the company
in 2008 (second quarter revenues were up 9% on
2007) has led to more optimistic forecast sales.
The enterprise value of the company has risen by
5%, and the market capitalisation by 9% across the
same period.
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• The brand operates primarily in the west coast
and central states of the USA.

• As a result, it is better positioned to benefit from
a recovery of the US economy, where the level of
risk is currently considered lower than in other
markets.
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Top Fallers – Nokia & Dell
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Top Fallers – Cisco & AXA
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Top Fallers – L’Oréal & BMW
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Top Fallers – Carrefour & CITI
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Top Fallers – Google & FOX
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Top Fallers – Dell

Brand Value: US$ 20,559million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 19
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 20
•

The value of the Dell brand has fallen by $4.1bn (16.7%) since our previous valuation
to $20,559m. This is the second largest proportional fall in value observed in this
league table, and the fourth largest fall in absolute terms.

•

The market capitalisation of the company fell by 28%, and the enterprise value fell by
9% across the same period.

•

Dell has maintained its market share throughout the global downturn, and increased
turnover to $2.8bn in the second quarter of 2008 (up 28% on 2007). However it has
done so at the expense of margin, making the company less profitable. Price cuts are
a short term way of boosting turnover, and are, to a certain extent, consistent with
Dell's image as supplier of affordable PCs to consumers and businesses. However,
lowering margins not only worries investors, but damages the perception of the
brand amongst those consumers willing to pay a premium for quality.

•

The value of the Dell brand has not fallen as markedly as the the value of the
enterprise has, because royalties are calculated from revenues, which have remained
high. As a result the Dell brand now makes up 63% of the value of the business.
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Top Fallers – Cisco & AXA

Brand Value: US$ 15,327 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 23
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 25

Brand Value: US$ 12,923 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 48
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 36

•

In stark contrast to the IBM brand, the value of the
Cisco Systems brand has fallen by 15% since our
previous valuation to $15,327m.

• The value of the AXA brand has fallen in value by
15% to $12,923m, dropping it 12 places in the
league table.

•

The company makes networking equipment, and
although its performance in 2008 has surpassed
expectations, forecast growth has fallen
significantly, as the impact of the global slowdown
bites, and businesses tighten technology spending.

• The company reported growth in underlying
earnings up 27% to €4.96bn in February, but
these did not meet analyst expectations.
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• A fall in enterprise value of 25% since our
previous valuation and a drop in market
capitalisation of 9% across the same period
indicates that the company has been badly
affected by the credit crunch. Adjustments to
forecast net revenues has caused the fall in brand
value.
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Top Fallers – L’Oréal & BMW
Brand Value: US$ 22,138 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 22
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 14

Brand Value: US$ 22,138 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 36
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 31

• The L'Oréal brand has fallen in value by 14% since
our previous valuation to $22,138m. This fall in value
is consistent with a 20% fall in enterprise value since
our previous valuation.

• The global slow-down, combined with rising oil
prices have hit the auto manufacturing industry
harder than most.

• A comparison with the strong performance of the
Avon brand indicates that the global slow-down has
seen many consumers "trade down" brands to those
with a lower perceived price-premium, as they seek
to cut costs and get value for money.
• Talk of a takeover of the company, which also owns
The Body Shop brand, by Nestle, has been dismissed
by analysts . Nestle cannot raise its 29% stake in
L'Oréal before the death of the company's biggest
shareholder, Liliane Bettencourt.
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• All of the car brands in our top 100 have lost
value, except for Volkswagen, which grew only
very moderately.
• The BMW brand suffered the greatest loss in
value, falling 14% to $14,782m. The brand's
position as a retailer of luxury (>$40,000) cars
means that its target market has been among
those hit hardest by the credit crunch (middleclass Americans and Europeans).
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Top Fallers – Carrefour & CITI
Brand Value: US$ 10,708 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 64
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 50

Brand Value: US$ 24,058 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 15
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 10

• The value of the Carrefour brand has fallen by 14%
since our previous valuation to $10,708m, due to
difficult trading conditions which have seen the
company's enterprise value fall 25% across the
same period.

• Citi has written down $55.1bn since 2007 Q3,
$37bn of which is since our previous valuation of
the brand (although some of these write-downs
were forecast).

• There is a greater level of uncertainty in European
markets than in the US, as a result of the swift
actions of the Fed in combating the global financial
environment.
• This is a factor in the marked difference in
performance of the Walmart and Carrefour brands.

• The market capitalisation of the bank has fallen
by 21% across the same period, and the
company's global reputation has continued to
suffer.
• The 14% fall in value of the brand to $24,058m
takes it below Bank of America, down to 15th
position in our league table.

• In June Carrefour announced that the company will
rebrand all Champion stores to present a unified
brand in all outlets. The likely effect of this decision
will be to enhance the value of the brand in future
league tables.
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Top Fallers – FOX

Brand Value: US$ 7848 million
Brand Ranking 08 (Sept): 91
Brand Ranking 08 (March): 82
• The Fox brand has decreased in value by 13% since
our previous valuation to $7,848m, while the
enterprise value of the brand's parent company
News Corporation, has fallen by 40% across the
same period.
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BRANDFINANCE™ Global 500:
Revised Top 100
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BRANDFINANCE™ Global 500 – Top 100 (1 – 25)
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BRANDFINANCE™ Global 500 – Top 100 (26 – 50)
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BRANDFINANCE™ Global 500 – Top 100 (51 – 75)
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BRANDFINANCE™ Global 500 – Top 100 (76 – 100)
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David Haigh, CEO
d.haigh@brandfinance.com
For press enquiries please contact:
Camilla Armstrong
c.armstrong@brandfinance.com
Brand Finance plc
8 Oak Lane
Twickenham
Middlesex
TW1 3PA
Tel: +44(0)20 8607 0300
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